
 

 

 

 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter will provide conclusions in answering research questions based on the 

data analysis that was carried out in the previous chapter. 

A. Conclusion 

 

The research has been particularly concerned at the diphthong in Bruno 

Mars Album song. Through this research, the research draws several 

conclusions, including: 

1. From previous chapter, the writer found Diphthong the total is 30. Those 30 

data are taken from 3 songs from Doo-Woops and Hooligans album by Bruno 

Mars. From the analysis, the writer found diphthong /ei/ (rising/closing) total 

percentage 36,3 %, Diphthong /ai/ (rising/closing) total percentage is about 

23,3%, diphthong /әʊ/ (rising/closing) total percentage 23,3%, diphthong /eә/ 

(falling/centering) total percentage 10%, diphthong /aʊ/ (rising/closing) total 

percentage is 6,6% 

2. In this 30 Data, 2 type of diphthong were found, namely rising or closing 

diphthong means ended by front vowel phoneme /i/ which has tongue position 

in close vertical. And the other name is as centering or falling diphthong 

means ended by /ә/ vowel or it also called schwa. 

3. Kind of the both mostly exist in this data is rising or closing diphthong. Rising 

diphthong also called fronting diphthong because refers to combination of 
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two vowels which begins with a back vowel but ends with a front vowel. For 

 

e.g /ai/. 

 

4. The last conclusion in this chapter, letters are concrete phoneme is abstract. 

 

As shown in the example of word “eye” but the sound heard is /ai/. Phoneme 

abstract which shows what letters are written and what sounds are heard. 

B. Suggestion 

 
Based on the conclusion that mentioned above, the writer has some 

suggestion to the readers related to the paper, which are: 

1. For the English learner. 

 

The writer hopes that students will be fluent and say the word English 

exactly must learn pronunciation. In saying the sound there is a vowel, the 

way to pronounce the sound is called Vowel Sound. And it is expected that 

students can apply the appropriate way of vowel sound. 

2. For the readers. 

 

The writer hopes that the readers who see this paper can understand and be 

interested in this material, that in a lyric of song can be examined one of them 

about the vowel sounds released and how the human body parts take part in 

influencing the vocals produced and the combined vowel can be produce 

diphthong. 

3. For the society in general. 

 

The writer hopes that the they are motivated to be more out of learning to 

learn English. to board their perception that learn English its not always about 
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learning speaking, vocabulary, and writing. English is large, there is also 

phoneme and vowel to make up diphthong. 


